Contents of Current Periodicals

Editor’s Note
Our policy is to give the contents of the selected current periodicals publishing articles in Finance and Accounting.

**Accounting and Business Research, Vol. 48, No. 3, 2018**
- Bassemir, Moritz, Why do private firms adopt IFRS?
- Jiang, Like, Paul André and Chrystelle Richard, An international study of internal audit function quality
- Arikan, Ozlem, Financial estimates against investors’ preferences: anchoring, denial and spillover effects
- Holm, Claus and Frank Thinggaard, From joint to single audits – audit quality differences and auditor pairings

**Accounting and Business Research, Vol. 48, No. 4, 2018**
- Hope, Ole-Kristian and Wuyang Zhao, Market reactions to the closest peer firm’s analyst revisions
- Veprauskaite, Elena and Michael B. Adams, Leverage and the reinsurance effects on loss reserves in the United Kingdom’s property-casualty insurance industry
- Akono, Henri and Emeka T. Nwaeze, Why and how firms use operating cash flow in compensation
- Habib, Ahsan, Mostafa Monzur Hasan and Ahmed Al-Hadi, Money laundering and audit fees

**The Accounting Review, Vol. 93, No. 3, May 2018**
- Balakrishnan, Karthik and Aytekin Ertan, Banks’ Financial Reporting Frequency and Asset Quality
- Bartov, Eli, Lucile Faurel and Partha S. Mohanram, Can Twitter Help Predict Firm-Level Earnings and Stock Returns?
- Bauer, Andrew M., Darren Henderson and Daniel P. Lynch, The Supplier Internal Control Quality and the Duration of the Customer and Supplier Relationships
- Chan, Eric W., Promotion, Relative Performance Information, and the Peter Principle
- Chen, Donghua, Jeong-Bon Kim, Oliver Zhen Li and Shangkun Liang, China’s Closed the Pyramidal Managerial Labor Market and the Stock Price Crash Risk
- Corona, Carlos and Ramandeep S. Randhawa, The Value of Confession: Admitting Mistakes to Build Reputation
- Hopland, Arnt O., Petro Lisowsky, Mohammed Mardan and Dirk Schindler, Flexibility in Income Shifting under Losses
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Kim, Jeong-Bon, Byron Y. Song and Theophanis C. Stratopoulos, Does Information Technology Reputation Affect Bank Loan Terms?
Kroos, Peter, Mario Schabus and Frank Verbeeten, Voluntary Clawback Adoption and the Use of Financial Measures in CFO Bonus Plans
Langenmayr, Dominika and Rebecca Lester, Taxation and Corporate Risk-Taking
Liu, Alfred Zhu, K. R. Subramanyam, Jiying Zhang and Charles Shi, Do Firms Manage Earnings to Influence Credit Ratings? Evidence from Negative Credit Watch Resolutions
Rouxelin, Florent, Wan Wongsunwai and Nir Yehuda, Aggregate Cost Stickiness in GAAP Financial Statements and Future Unemployment Rate
Veenman, David and Patrick Verwijmeren, Do Investors Fully Unravel Persistent Pessimism in Analysts’ Earnings Forecasts?

The Accounting Review, Vol. 93, No. 4, July 2018
Akins, Brian, Financial Reporting Quality and Uncertainty about Credit Risk among Ratings Agencies
Anantharaman, Divya and Elizabeth C. Chuk, The Economic Consequences of Accounting Standards: Evidence from Risk-Taking in Pension Plans
Aobdia, Daniel, The Impact of the PCAOB Individual Engagement Inspection Process—Preliminary Evidence
Asay, H. Scott and Jeffrey Hales, Disclaiming the Future: Investigating the Impact of Cautionary Disclaimers on Investor Judgments Before and After Experiencing Economic Loss
Bethmann, Inga, Martin Jacob and Maximilian A. Müller, Tax Loss Carrybacks: Investment Stimulus versus Misallocation
Cardinaels, Eddy, Clara Xiaoling Chen and Huaxiang Yin, Leveling the Playing Field: The Selection and Motivation Effects of Tournament Prize Spread Information
Einhorn, Eti, Competing Information Sources
Griffith, Emily E., When Do Auditors Use Specialists’ Work to Improve Problem Representations of and Judgments about Complex Estimates?
Gunn, Joshua L. and Paul N. Michas, Auditor Multinational Expertise and Audit Quality
Jung, Michael J., James P. Naughton, Ahmed Tahoun and Clare Wang, Do the Firms Strategically Disseminate? Evidence from Corporate Use of Social Media
Koo, David S. and Dongyoung Lee, Influential Chief Marketing Officers and Management Revenue Forecasts
Lin, Yupeng, Ying Mao and Zheng Wang, Institutional Ownership, Peer Pressure, and Voluntary Disclosures
Lo, Kin and Serena Shuo Wu, The Impact of Seasonal Affective Disorder on Financial Analysts
Messier Jr., William F. and Martin Schmidt, Offsetting Misstatements: The Effect of Misstatement Distribution, Quantitative Materiality, and Client Pressure on Auditors’ Judgments

The American Economic Review, Vol. 107, No. 10, October 2017
Manning, Alan and Barbara Petrongolo, How Local Are Labor Markets? Evidence from a Spatial Job Search Model
Dix-Carneiro, Rafael and Brian K. Kovak, Trade Liberalization and Regional Dynamics
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Lemoine, Derek and Ivan Rudik, Steering the Climate System: Using Inertia to Lower the Cost of Policy

Deschênes, Olivier, Michael Greenstone and Joseph S. Shapiro, Defensive Investments and the Demand for Air Quality: Evidence from the NOx Budget Program

Iaryczower, Matias and Santiago Oliveros, Competing for Loyalty: The Dynamics of Rallying Support

Cruz, Cesi, Julien Labonne and Pablo Querubín, Politician Family Networks and Electoral Outcomes: Evidence from the Philippines

Maggi, Matteo, Financial Intermediation, International Risk Sharing, and Reserve Currencies

Romer, Christina D. and David H. Romer, New Evidence on the Aftermath of Financial Crises in Advanced Countries

Hébert, Benjamin and Jesse Schreger, The Costs of Sovereign Default: Evidence from Argentina

Carrasco, José A. and Lones Smith, Search at the Margin

Sedláèek, Petr and Vincent Sterk, The Growth Potential of Startups over the Business Cycle

Bernard, Andrew B., Esther Ann Boler, Renzo Massari, Jose-Daniel Reyes and Daria Taglioni, Exporter Dynamics and Partial-Year Effects

Gagnon, Etienne, David López-Salido and Jason Sockin, The Cyclicality of Sales, Regular, and Effective Prices: Business Cycle and Policy Implications: Comment

Cascaldi-Garcia, Danilo, News Shocks and the Slope of the Term Structure of Interest Rates: Comment

Kurmann, André and Christopher Otrok, News Shocks and the Slope of the Term Structure of Interest Rates: Reply


Li, Shengwu, Obviously Strategy-Proof Mechanisms


Malamud, Semyon and Marzena Rostek, Decentralized Exchange

Li, Hao and Xianwen Shi, Discriminatory Information Disclosure


Aladangady, Aditya, Housing Wealth and Consumption: Evidence from Geographically-Linked Microdata

Krusell, Per, Toshihiko Mukoyama, Richard Rogerson and Aysegul ‘ahin, Gross Worker Flows over the Business Cycle

Cravino, Javier and Andrei A. Levchenko, The Distributional Consequences of Large Devaluations

Liebman, Jeffrey B. and Neale Mahoney, Do Expiring Budgets Lead to Wasteful Year-End Spending? Evidence from Federal Procurement

Di Maggio, Marco, Amir Kermani, Benjamin J. Keys, Tomasz Piskorski, Rodney Ramcharan, Amit Seru and Vincent Yao, Interest Rate Pass-Through: Mortgage Rates, Household Consumption, and Voluntary Deleveraging

Cho, In-Koo and Kenneth Kasa, Gresham’s Law of Model Averaging

Ottoni-Wilhelm, Mark, Lise Vesterlund and Huan Xie, Why Do People Give? Testing Pure and Impure Altruism
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American Economic Review, Vol. 107, No. 12, December 2017
Sommer, Kamila and Paul Sullivan, Implications of US Tax Policy for House Prices, Rents, and Homeownership
Dobkin, Carlos, Amy Finkelstein, Raymond Kluender and Matthew J. Notowidigdo, The Economic Consequences of Hospital Admissions
Bastos, Paulo, Joana Silva and Eric Verhoogen, Export Destinations and Input Prices
Fuest, Clemens, Andreas Peichland Sebastian Siegloch, Do Higher Corporate Taxes Reduce Wages? Micro Evidence from Germany
Gneezy, Uri, Agne Kajackaite and Joel Sobel, Lying Aversion and the Size of the Lie
Culp, Christopher L., Yoshio Nozawa and Pietro Veronesi, Option-Based Credit Spreads
Ray, Debraj and Arthur Robson, Certified Random: A New Order for Coauthorship
Alesina, Alberto, Stefanie Stantcheva and Edoardo Teso, Intergenerational Mobility and Preferences for Redistribution
Okamoto, Noriaki, An Efficient Ascending-Bid Auction for Multiple Objects: Comment
Ausubel, Lawrence M., An Efficient Ascending-Bid Auction for Multiple Objects: Reply
Asian Economic Journal, Vol. 32, No. 2, June 2018
Kim, Seewon, Effects of Monetary Policy during Financial Market Crises and Regime Changes: An Empirical Evaluation Using a Nonlinear Vector Autoregression Model
Zhang, Shajuan, Industry specific Exchange Rate Fluctuations, Japanese Exports and Financial Constraints: Evidence from Panel Vector Autoregressive Analysis
Cho, Sungbin and Kyung Mook Lim, Tunneling by Related party Transactions: Evidence from Korean Conglomerates
McKibbin, Warwick J., Jong Wha Lee, Weifeng Liu and Cheol Jong Song, Modeling the Economic Impacts of Korean Unification
Kang, Moonsung and Soochan Park, Institutional Economic Integration between South and North Korea and the Economic Impacts of Integration
Haggard, Stephan and Marcus Noland, Networks, Trust and Trade: The Microeconomics of China–North Korea Integration
Lee, Jong Wha and Ju Hyun Pyun, North Korea’s Economic Integration and Growth Potential
Bulletin of Economic Research, Vol. 70, No. 3, July 2018
Ma, Yong and Ke Song, Financial Development And Macroeconomic Volatility
Kartsaklas, Aris, Trader Type Effects On The Volatility Volume Relationship Evidence From The Kospi 200 Index Futures Market
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Chang, Han Il, Christopher T. Dawes and Tim Johnson, Political Inequality, Centralized Sanctioning Institutions, And The Maintenance Of Public Goods
Jump, Robert Calvert, Inequality And Aggregate Demand In The IS LM And IS MP Models
Park, Jongyeong, YoungSoon Kim and Seon ja Heo, Dual Index Measurement Of Income Inequality
Chua, Kevin C., A Model Of Inflation Transmission In An Exchange Rate Target Zone
Andree, Kai, John S. Heywood, Mike Schwan and Zheng Wang, A Spatial Model Of Cartel Stability: The Influence Of Production Cost Convexity

Bulletin of Economic Research, Vol. 70, No. 4, October 2018
Agénor, Pierre Richard and Barýþ Alpaslan, Infrastructure And Industrial Development With Endogenous Skill Acquisition
Oyediran, Olusegun A., M. Fernanda Rivas, Mark Coulson and David Kernohan, Cooperation And Optimism In A Social Dilemma
Ranganathan, Kavitha, Does Global Shapes Of Utility Functions Matter For Investment Decisions?
Malaczeński, Maciej, Natural Resources As An Energy Source In A Simple Economic Growth Model
Gómez, Marcos and Francisco Parro, The Fundamental Contradiction Of Capitalism Revisited
Grolleau, Gilles, Angela Sutan, Sana El Harbi and Marwa Jedidi, Do We Need More Time To Give Less? Experimental Evidence From Tunisia
TUNC, Cengiz and Mustafa Kilinc, Exchange Rate Pass Through In A Small Open Economy: A Structural Var Approach
Kashiwagi, Masanori, The Welfare Consequences Of A Quantitative Search And Matching Approach To The Labor Market
Subramanian, S. and Diganta Mukherjee, On Intermediate Headcount Indices Of Poverty
Haruyama, Tetsugen, An Estimation Of Worker And Firm Effects With Censored Data
De San Román, Ainara González and Yolanda F. Rebollo Sanz, The Cleansing Effect Of R&D Subsidies
Li, Xiaochun, Yang Ge and Jing Zhou, Industrial Upgrading: Rural Urban Migrant’s Training Costs And Heterogeneous Labor Migration

Cambridge Journal of Economics, Vol. 41, No. 4, July 2017
Cesaratto, Sergio, Alternative interpretations of a stateless currency crisis
Uxó, Jorge and Ignacio Álvarez, Is the end of fiscal austerity feasible in Spain? An alternative plan to the current Stability Programme (2015–2018)
Do Amaral, João Ferreira and João Carlos Lopes, Forecasting errors by the Troika in the economic adjustment programme for Portugal
O’Neill, John, The price of an apology: justice, compensation and rectification
Thompson, Spencer and Vladislav Valentinov, The neglect of society in the theory of the firm: a systems-theory perspective
Quevedo, José García; Gabrielle Pellegrino and Maria Savona, Reviving demand-pull perspectives: The effect of demand uncertainty and stagnancy on R&D strategy
McGregor, J. Allister and Nicky Pouw, Towards an economics of well-being
Thomas, Rod, Karl Popper and the methodologists of economics
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Maclachlan, Fiona, Max Weber within the Methodenstreit
Pugno, Maurizio, Scitovsky meets Sen: endogenising the dynamics of capability
Borch, Christian and Ann-Christina Lange, Market sociality: Mirowski, Shiller and the tension between mimetic and anti-mimetic market features
Migheli, Matteo, Ubuntu and social capital: a strong relationship and a possible instrument of socio-economic development
Mihalyi, Peter and Iván Szelényi, Wealth and capital: a critique of Piketty’s conceptualisation of return on capital

Cambridge Journal of Economics, Vol. 41, No. 5, August 2017
Phil Faulkner; Stephen Pratten; Jochen Runde, Cambridge Social Ontology: Clarification, Development and Deployment
Faulkner, Phil; Alberto Feduzi and Jochen Runde, Unknowns, Black Swans and the risk/uncertainty distinction
Al-Amoudi, Ismael and John Latsis, The limits of ontological critique: from judgmental rationality to justification
Martins, Nuno Ornelas, Critical ethical naturalism and the transformation of economics
Lewis, P A, Ontology and the history of economic thought: the case of anti-reductionism in the work of Friedrich Hayek
Milonakis, Dimitris, Formalising economics: social change, values, mechanics and mathematics in economic discourse
Morgan, Jamie and Heikki Patomäki, Contrast explanation in economics: its context, meaning, and potential
Pratten, Stephen, Trust and the social positioning process
Elder-Vass, Dave, Materialising social ontology
Searle, John R, Money: Ontology and Deception
Peacock, Mark S, The ontology of money
Hugh Willmott, Jeroen Veldman, Social ontology and the modern corporation
Deakin, Simon, Tony Lawson’s Theory of the Corporation: Towards a Social Ontology of Law
Porpora, Douglas V, Tony Lawson from a sociological point of view

Challenge, Vol. 61, No. 2, 2018
Hungerford, Thomas L, Latest Tax Cuts: History Belies Promise of Growth
Arestis, Philip and Patricia Peinado, Explaining, Restoring Low Productivity Growth in the UK
Levin-Waldman and Oren M, The Inevitability of a Universal Basic Income
Ellerman, David, Rethinking Libertarianism: Elizabeth Anderson’s Private Government
Weller, Christian E. and Jeffrey P. Thompson, Wealth Inequality More Pronounced Among Asian Americans Than Among Whites
Meeropol, Michael, Genesis of the Monopoly Capital Interpretation of U.S. Economy Dynamics
Sharpe, Mike, Steven Pinker and the New Enlightenment

Challenge, Vol. 61, No. 3, 2018
Foggin, Mark, Shaping a Future for Detroit: Small-Batch Production
Scott, Robert H. and Steven M. Bloom, Is There a Student Loan–Debt Bubble? Not Yet, but Soon
Balder, John M, Financialization and Rising Income Inequality: Connecting the Dots
Etzioni, Amitai, Benefits for Gig Workers
Baker, Dean, Democracy and Capitalism: Rules for Peaceful Coexistence
Kuttner, Robert, Robert Kuttner Responds to Dean Baker’s Review
Sharpe, Mike, African Americans Then and Now

*Development and Change*, Vol. 49, No. 3, May 2018
Marijnen, Esther, Public Authority and Conservation in Areas of Armed Conflict: Virunga National Park as a ‘State within a State’ in Eastern Congo
Staritz, Cornelia, Susan Newman, Bernhard Tröster and Leonhard Plank, Financialization and Global Commodity Chains: Distributional Implications for Cotton in Sub Saharan Africa
China, Mills, From ‘Invisible Problem’ to Global Priority: The Inclusion of Mental Health in the Sustainable Development Goals
Morvaridi, Behrooz, Caroline Hughes, South–South Cooperation and Neoliberal Hegemony in a Post aid World

*Development and Change*, Vol. 49, No. 4, July 2018
Justino, Patricia, Rebecca Mitchell and Catherine Müller, Women and Peace Building: Local Perspectives on Opportunities and Barriers
Ubink, Janine, Customary Legal Empowerment in Namibia and Ghana? Lessons about Access, Power and Participation in Non state Justice Systems
Capaldo, Jeronim and Alex Izurieta, Macroeconomic Effects of 21st Century Trade and Investment Agreements: The Case of the Trans Pacific Partnership
McQuilken, James and Gavin Hilson, Mapping Small scale Mineral Production Networks: The Case of Alluvial Diamonds in Ghana
Hausermann, Heidi and David Ferring, Unpacking Land Grabs: Subjects, Performances and the State in Ghana’s ‘Small scale’ Gold Mining Sector
Mezzadri, Alessandra and Lulu Fan, ‘Classes of Labour’ at the Margins of Global Commodity Chains in India and China
Naqvi, Natalya, Finance and Industrial Policy in Unsuccessful Developmental States: The Case of Pakistan
Ng, Eve, LGBT Advocacy and Transnational Funding in Singapore and Malaysia

*Economic Inquiry*, Vol. 56, No. 3, July 2018
Rietz, Thomas A., Eric Schniter, Roman M. Sheremeta and Timothy W. Shields, Trust, Reciprocity, And Rules
Gerber, Anke, Corina Haita Falah and Andreas Lange, The Agency Of Politics And Science
Damianov, Damian S. and Ronald Peeters, Prize Based Mechanisms For Fund Raising: Theory And Experiments
Cheng, Cheng, Walter J. Mayer and Yanling Mayer, The Effect Of Legalizing Retail Marijuana On Housing Values: Evidence From Colorado
Diette, Timothy M. and David C. Ribar, A Longitudinal Analysis Of Violence And Housing Insecurity
Zhan, Crystal, School Choice Programs And Location Choices Of Private Schools
Casey, Marcus D., Jeffrey Cline, Ben Ost and Javaeria A. Qureshi, Academic Probation, Student Performance, And Strategic Course Taking
Ordine, Patrizia, Giuseppe Rose and Daniela Sposato, Parents Know Them Better: The Effect Of Optional Early Entry On Pupils’ Schooling Attainment
Prieber, James E. and Jonathan Kulick, Cigarette Taxes And Illicit Trade In Europe
Stone, Daniel F. and Jeremy Arkes, March Madness? Underreaction To Hot And Cold Hands In Ncaa Basketball
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Brown, Alasdair, Dooruj Rambaccussing, J. James Reade and Giambattista Rossi, Forecasting With Social Media: Evidence From Tweets On Soccer Matches
Depken Ii, Craig A. and E. Frank Stephenson, Hotel Demand Before, During, And After Sports Events: Evidence From Charlotte, North Carolina
Wyer, Joseph F., Urban Transportation Mode Choice And Trip Complexity: Bicyclists Stick To Their Gears
Hayeon Joo, Hailey, Jungmin Lee and Sangkon Park, Every Drop Counts: A Water Conservation Experiment With Hotel Guests
Di Falco, Salvatore and Ferdinand M. Vieider, Assimilation In The Risk Preferences of Spouses
Duncan, James, Daniel Friedman, Christina Louie and Taylor O’meara, Dissecting The Monty Hall Anomaly
Karaki, Mohamad B., Asymmetries In The Responses Of Regional Job Flows To Oil Price Shocks
Chang, Andrew C. and Phillip Li, Measurement Error In Macroeconomic Data And Economics Research: Data Revisions, Gross Domestic Product, And Gross Domestic Income
Ben Ayed, Myriam, Adel Karaa and Jean Luc Prigent, Duration Models For Credit Rating Migration: Evidence From The Financial Crisis
Garratt Rodney and Neil Wallace, Bitcoin 1, Bitcoin 2, ..., An Experiment In Privately Issued Outside Monies
Gayle, Philip G. and Xin Xie, Entry Deterrence And Strategic Alliances

Economic Inquiry, Vol. 56, No. 4, October 2018
Davies Stephen, Franco Mariuzzo and Peter L. Ormosi, Quantifying The Deterrent Effect Of Anticartel Enforcement
Yong, Soo Keong, Lana Friesen and Stuart Mcdonald, Emission Taxes, Clean Technology Cooperation, And Product Market Collusion: Experimental Evidence
Jung, Juergen and Vinish Shrestha, The Affordable Care Act And College Enrollment Decisions
Huang, Chen, Why Are U.S. Women Decreasing Their Labor Force Participation If Their Wages Are Rising?
Lesica, Josip, Lobbying For Minimum Wages
Dixon, Robert and Guay C. Lim, Labor’s Share, The Firm’s Market Power, And Total Factor Productivity
Temesvary, Judit, The Role Of Regulatory Arbitrage In U.S. Banks’ International Flows: Bank Level Evidence
Pesko, Michael F., The Impact Of Perceived Background Risk On Behavioral Health: Evidence From Hurricane Katrina
Neumeier, Florian, Do Businessmen Make Good Governors?
Boyle, Glenn and Gerald Ward, Do Better Informed Investors Always Do Better? A Buyback Puzzle
Beckmann, Joscha and Robert L. Czudaj, Monetary Policy Shocks, Expectations, And Information Rigidities
Goff, Leonard, John F. Helliwell and Guy Mayraz, Inequality Of Subjective Well Being As A Comprehensive Measure Of Inequality
Kovenock, Dan and Brian Roberson, The Optimal Defense Of Networks Of Targets
Godefroy, Raphael and Nicolas Klein, Parliament Shapes And Sizes
Nagler, Matthew G., Eigenstaller’s Market
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Bentancor, Andrea and Damian Clarke, Assessing Plan B: The Effect of the Morning after Pill on Children and Women

Binzel, Christine and Jean Paul Carvalho, Education, Social Mobility and Religious Movements: The Islamic Revival in Egypt

Cervellati, Matteo, Uwe Sunde and Simona Valmori, Pathogens, Weather Shocks and Civil Conflicts

Letzler, Robert, Ryan Sandler, Ania Jaroszewicz, Isaac Knowles and Larry Karp, Knowing when to Quit: Default Choices, Demographics and Fraud

Oosterlinck, Kim, Art as a Wartime Investment: Conspicuous Consumption and Discretion

Pagnozzi, Marco and Krista J. Saral, Demand Reduction in Multi object Auctions with Resale: An Experimental Analysis

Perry, Motty, Philip J. Reny and Arthur J. Robson, Why Sex? And why only in Pairs?

Wu, Yanhui, Incentive Contracts and the Allocation of Talent

The Economic Journal, Vol. 127, No. 608, February 2018

Ahlfeldt, Gabriel M. and Nancy Holman, Distinctively Different: A New Approach to Valuing Architectural Amenities

Anderson, Simon P. Øystein Foros and Hans Jarle Kind, Competition for Advertisers and for Viewers in Media Markets

Chen, Yongmin and Tianle Zhang, Entry and Welfare in Search Markets

Danzer, Natalia and Victor Lavy, Paid Parental Leave and Children’s Schooling Outcomes

Gilchrist, Simon and Benoit Mojon, Credit Risk in the Euro Area

Giné, Xavier, Jessica Goldberg, Dan Silverman and Dean Yang, Revising Commitments: Field Evidence on the Adjustment of Prior Choices

Impullitti, Giammario and Omar Licandro, Trade, Firm Selection and Innovation: The Competition Channel


Lansing, Kevin J. and Agnieszka Markiewicz, Top Incomes, Rising Inequality and Welfare

Lekfuangfu, Warn N., Nattavudh Powdthavee, Nele Warrinnier and Francesca Cornaglia, Locus of Control and its Intergenerational Implications for Early Childhood Skill Formation

Fratzscher, Marcel, Marco Lo Duca and Roland Straub, On the International Spillovers of US Quantitative Easing

Michaels, Guy and Ferdinand Rauch, Resetting the Urban Network: 117–2012

Rasul, Imran and Daniel Rogger, Management of Bureaucrats and Public Service Delivery: Evidence from the Nigerian Civil Service

Schnepel, Kevin T., Good Jobs and Recidivism

Economic Letters, Vol. 154, May 2017

Albornoz, Facundo, Antonio Cabrales, Esther Hauk and Pablo E. Warnes, Intergenerational field transitions in economics

Moreno, Diego and John Wooders, Reserve prices in auctions with entry when the seller is risk-averse
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Khan, M. Ali and Edward E. Schlee, The nonconcavity of money-metric utility: A new formulation and proof
Ando, Michihito, Matz Dahlberg and Gustav Engström, The risks of nuclear disaster and its impact on housing prices
Farm, Ante, Pricing and production in consumer markets where sales depend on production
Dimitrakopoulos, Stefanos and Dipak K. Dey, Discrete-response state space models with conditional heteroscedasticity: An application to forecasting the federal funds rate target
Crotty, Kevin and Alberto Teguia, Estimating asset pricing models with frictions
Cozzi, Guido, Endogenous growth, semi-endogenous growth... or both? A simple hybrid model
Malcolm, Michael, Do local exports impact congressional voting on free trade agreements?
Xing Xiaochuan and Yi Xue, Trading mechanisms and market quality: Limit-order books versus dealership markets
Peel, D.A., Wagering on more than one outcome in an event in Cumulative Prospect Theory and Rank Dependent Utility
Lee, Soohyung and Chiara Orsini, Did the Great Recession affect sex ratios at birth for groups with a son preference?
Pyne, Derek, The effects of remand and bail on efficient sentences
Fu, Hu, Robert Kleinberg, Ron Lavi and Rann Smorodinsky, Stability and auctions in labor markets with job security
Gadea, María Dolores, Ana Gomez-Loscos and Gabriel Perez-Quiros, Dissecting US recoveries
Matsumura, Toshihiro and Atsushi Yamagishi, Long-run welfare effect of energy conservation regulation
Thompson, Owen, Black-white differences in self-rated health, 1972–2015
Münter, Markus Thomas, Endogenous number of firms, horizontal concentration and heterogeneity of firms—A note
Diallo, Boubacar and Qi Zhang, Bank concentration and sectoral growth: Evidence from Chinese provinces
Kivinen, Steven, Polarization in strategic networks
Fu, Tingting, Yunan Ji, Kenju Kamei and Louis Putterman, Punishment can support cooperation even when punishable
Fesselmeyer Eric and Kiat Ying Seah, Neighborhood segregation and black entrepreneurship
d’Adda, Giovanna, Valerio Capraro and Massimo Tavoni, Push, don’t nudge: Behavioral spillovers and policy instruments
Lv, Xiaofeng, Rui Li and Zheng Fang, Efficient semiparametric estimation for Gini inequality treatment effects
Kocher, Martin G., Peter Martinsson and David Schindler, Overpricing and stake size: On the robustness of results from experimental asset markets
Bai, Yuting and Eric M. Leeper, Fiscal stabilization vs. passivity
Cukierman, Alex, Money growth and inflation: Policy lessons from a comparison of the US since 2008 with hyperinflation Germany in the 1920s
Bürgi, Constantin, Bias, rationality and asymmetric loss functions
Khalil Elias L. and Kevin Wu, Explicit vs implicit proprietorship: Can endowment effect theory explain exchange asymmetry?
Ginzburg, Boris, Sincere voting in an electorate with heterogeneous preferences
Basak, Debasmita, Cournot vs. Bertrand under centralised bargaining
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Economic Letters, Vol. 155, June 2017

DeAngelo, Gregory and Bryan C. McCannon, Theory of Mind predicts cooperative behaviour

Huang Cliff J. and Hung-pin Lai, A note on the likelihood ratio test on the equality of group frontiers

Wu, Yaoyao, Jinqiang Yang and Zhentao Zou, Dynamic corporate investment and liquidity management under model uncertainty

Dimitrakopoulos, Stefanos, The semiparametric asymmetric stochastic volatility model with time-varying parameters: The case of US inflation

Hyslop, Dean R. and Wilbur Townsend, Employment misclassification in survey and administrative reports

Flach, Lisandra, A note on the isomorphism of heterogeneous firms models

Szabó, Andrea and Gergely Ujhelyi, Choice and happiness in South Africa

Armelius, Hanna, Isaiah Hull and Hanna Stenbacka Köhler, The timing of uncertainty shocks in a small open economy

Baert, Stijn, Andrea Albanese, Sofie du Gardein, Jolien Ovaere and Jarno Stappers, Does work experience mitigate discrimination?

Deistler Manfred and Martin Wagner, Cointegration in singular ARMA models

Im, Hyun Joong, Heungju Park and Gege Zhao, Uncertainty and the value of cash holdings

Chen, Shawn Xiaoguang, VAT rate dispersion and TFP loss in China’s manufacturing sector

Eichler, Stefan and Tom Lähner, Career experience, political effects, and voting behavior in the Riksbank’s Monetary Policy Committee

Charléty, Patricia, Davide Romelli and Estefania Santacreu-Vasut, Appointments to central bank boards: Does gender matter?

Almond, Douglas and Xing Xia, Do nonprofits manipulate investment returns?

Dulleck, Uwe, Yumei He, Michael P. Kidd and Juliana Silva-Goncalves, The impact of affirmative action: Evidence from a cross-country laboratory experiment

Garmann, Sebastian, Political budget cycles and fiscally conservative voters

Zhou, Yu, A multi-item auction with budget-constrained bidders and price controls

Görg, Holger and Aoife Hanley, Firms’ global engagement and management practices

Foroni, Claudia, Pierre Guérin and Massimiliano Marcellino, Explaining the time-varying effects of oil market shocks on US stock returns

Cozzi, Guido, Combining semi-endogenous and fully endogenous growth: A generalization

Do, Quy-Toan and Andrei A. Levchenko, Trade policy and redistribution when preferences are non-homothetic

Wang, Yao and Jie Li, ICT’s effect on trade: Perspective of comparative advantage

Arin, K. Peren, Murat Koyuncu and Nicola Spagnolo, A note on the macroeconomic consequences of ethnic/racial tension

Li, Meiyu and Ramazan Gençay, Tests for serial correlation of unknown form in dynamic least squares regression with wavelets

Ojede, Andrew and Eddery Lam, The impact of changes in monetary aggregates on exchange rate volatility in a developing country: Do structural breaks matter?

Wolanski, Adrian, The role of insurance in international shipping costs
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Fontaine, Idriss, Laurent Didier and Justinien Razafindravaloa, Foreign policy uncertainty shocks and US macroeconomic activity: Evidence from China

Balart, Pau, Subhasish M. Chowdhury and Orestis Troumpounis, Linking individual and collective contests through noise level and sharing rules

Rao, Yao and Brendan McCabe, Is MORE LESS? The role of data augmentation in testing for structural breaks

Palma, André de and Karim Kilani, Identities for maximum, minimum, and maxmin random utility models

Anchugina, Nina and Matthew Ryan and Arkadii Slinko, Hyperbolic discounting of the far-distant future

Shang, Yuhuang and Lulu Liu, An extension of stochastic volatility model with mixed frequency information

Realdon Marco and Wachira Boonyanet, Linear-quadratic term structure models for negative euro area yields

Hernández, Penélope, Guillem Martínez-Cánovas, Manuel Muñoz-Herrera and Angel Sánchez, Equilibrium characterization of networks under conflicting preferences

Snir, Avichai, Daniel Levy, Haipeng (Allan) Chen, End of 9-endings, price recall, and price perceptions

Nikaj, Silda, Joshua J. Miller and John A. Tauras, Exploring heterogeneity in the impact of smoking bans among early and late adopters

Ewerhart, Christian, The lottery contest is a best-response potential game

Economic Development and Cultural Change, Vol. 66, No. 4, July 2018

Shenoy, Ajay, Risky Income or Lumpy Investments? Evidence on Two Theories of under specialization

Gehrke, Esther and Michael Grimm, Do Cows Have Negative Returns? The Evidence Revisited

Lybbert, Travis J. and Bruce Wydick, Poverty, Aspirations, and the Economics of Hope
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